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Conforming Morse-Smale Complexes






Fig. 1. We present a new approach for computing Morse-Smale (MS) complexes. (b) Streamlines are integrated on the gradient
of a scalar function (a) to generate an origin/destination map. (c) This map is used to compute an MS complex that conforms to
the numerically-computed geometry. (d,e) The ascending/descending manifolds of the MS complex form one such origin/destination
map, but our algorithm allows for arbitrary maps that enable a user to edit the MS complex. (f) Using the edited maps and using them
as input for another MS complex computation, we can construct MS complexes that conform with any user-speciﬁed map.
Abstract— Morse-Smale (MS) complexes have been gaining popularity as a tool for feature-driven data analysis and visualization.
However, the quality of their geometric embedding and the sole dependence on the input scalar ﬁeld data can limit their applicability
when expressing application-dependent features. In this paper we introduce a new combinatorial technique to compute an MS
complex that conforms to both an input scalar ﬁeld and an additional, prior segmentation of the domain. The segmentation constrains
the MS complex computation guaranteeing that boundaries in the segmentation are captured as separatrices of the MS complex.
We demonstrate the utility and versatility of our approach with two applications. First, we use streamline integration to determine
numerically computed basins/mountains and use the resulting segmentation as an input to our algorithm. This strategy enables the
incorporation of prior ﬂow path knowledge, effectively resulting in an MS complex that is as geometrically accurate as the employed
numerical integration. Our second use case is motivated by the observation that often the data itself does not explicitly contain
features known to be present by a domain expert. We introduce edit operations for MS complexes so that a user can directly modify
their features while maintaining all the advantages of a robust topology-based representation.
Index Terms—Computational Topology, Morse-Smale Complex, Data Analysis
1 INTRODUCTION
Topology-based techniques for visualization and analysis of scalar
functions have demonstrated their usefulness due to the robustness in-
duced by their combinatorial nature as well as their ability to both
extract features of interest and analyze them at different scales. One
family of topology-based techniques uses theMorse-Smale (MS) com-
plex. An MS complex of a scalar function f deﬁned on a domain D
partitions the domain according to the ﬂow behavior of the gradient
of f . Recent advances simplifying the construction and increasing
the accuracy of MS complexes have enabled their use in a wide vari-
ety of scientiﬁc domains. For example, the MS complex was used in
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characterizing bubble formation in a Rayleigh-Taylor instability [31],
extracting the core structure of a porous material [24], understanding
the ﬁlamentary structure of the cosmic web [45], and more recently in
characterizing dissipation structures in turbulent ﬂow [22].
A key component of MS complex computation algorithms is the
construction of a discrete representation of the gradient of f , which
governs both the geometrical properties of the output MS complex and
its structural connectivity. While recent approaches improve the geo-
metric accuracy of computed MS complexes, they produce improved
geometry either at the expense of a costly, inherently serial computa-
tion, or only converge in a probabilistic sense as the sampling is re-
ﬁned [21,37]. A direct numerical solution has also been elusive, since
numerical techniques tend to face problems when dealing with degen-
erate conditions, such as ﬂat regions or multi-saddles, and also face
topological challenges, such as non-intersection of streamlines.
Using the MS complex in the analysis of imaged scientiﬁc data
poses additional challenges. The MS complex is an impartial arbiter of
features: only if they exist in the scalar function will they be computed
and extracted for analysis. However, errors in the imaging process of-
ten cause segmentation artifacts in the domain, such as in the cases of
multiple objects overlapping in their two-dimensional projection, in-
sufﬁcient dye penetration, shadows, or diffraction. Indeed, often such
data is preprocessed in an analysis pipeline to resolve many of these
problems, but even preprocessing may introduce further issues. By
carefully selecting parameters for both preprocessing and MS com-
plex simpliﬁcation/ﬁltering, one may attain very high rates of preci-
sion and recall. In such cases, bridging the gap to 100% accuracy may
be impossible as valid features may not be sufﬁciently separated from
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non-features in the parameter space.
The two problems, computing geometrically accurate MS com-
plexes and correcting for deﬁciencies in the analysis of imaged data,
at ﬁrst seem unrelated. Herein we argue that they both actually share a
common underlying model. In each case, the quality of the MS com-
plex is determined by how well it conforms to some a priori domain-
speciﬁc knowledge of a segmentation of the image. For instance, the
geometric accuracy of an MS complex can be deﬁned by how well
the MS cells match a segmentation of the domain into regions labeled
by which pair of limit sets are approached by continuous ﬂow paths
that follow the gradient. In the case of analysis of imaged data, a do-
main expert’s knowledge and understanding of confounding factors al-
lows him/her to distinguish regions of the domain belonging to distinct
features. Such features can be similarly described by a (user-driven)
segmentation (i.e. “that region must be distinct from this part of the
domain”). Thus in this work, to address both problems we propose a
technique to faithfully respect such knowledge in the computation of
the MS complex. Furthermore, we demonstrate the utility of our ap-
proach ﬁrst in computing MS complexes with accurate geometry, and
second, in enabling editing of existing MS complexes.
Contributions:
• We introduce an algorithm that constructs discrete gradient ﬁelds
such that they conform to any user-supplied labeling of the do-
main.
• To illustrate the utility of our approach, we ﬁrst show that our
algorithm enables construction of MS complexes that agree ge-
ometrically with numerically-computed streamlines both in two
and three dimensions.
• To further demonstrate the versatility of our approach, we show
that this same algorithm enables user editing of an existing MS
complex to correct for data idiosyncrasies.
2 RELATED WORK
It has only recently become possible to useMS complexes in the analy-
sis of large, complex data, as the concepts have evolved from intuitive
descriptions for terrains to theorems and algorithms for the sampled
datasets of modern computational science. Terrain decompositions re-
lating to gradient ﬂow properties were ﬁrst discussed by Cayley [9]
and Maxwell [33]. These descriptions were formally deﬁned in terms
of the Morse-Smale (MS) complex by Smale [42, 43]. The ﬁrst ro-
bust algorithm for computing the MS complex for two-dimensional,
piecewise-linear (PL) data was presented by Edelsbrunner et al. [13].
The geometric accuracy of this technique was improved by Bremer et
al. [6] with an approach that subdivided triangles to follow the numer-
ically computed PL gradient. While a similar approach for volumetric
PL data was proposed [12], no practical implementation of the algo-
rithm has been achieved.
Forman’s discrete Morse theory [15] fully brought the concepts of
gradient ﬂow to the discrete domains. This gave rise to several algo-
rithms to construct a discrete gradient ﬁeld and extract the MS com-
plex using a steepest-descent technique [19,23,30,32,38,40,41]. The
main shortcoming of these approaches is the poor geometric recon-
struction of gradient ﬂow features, with results strongly biased in the
grid directions. To mitigate the biasing problem of steepest-descent,
a randomized approach was independently introduced by Reininghaus
et al. [37], for two-dimensional simplicial complexes, and by Gyu-
lassy et al. [21], for volumetric meshes. This technique was shown
to produce a better geometric reconstruction, and proven to converge
to the smooth ﬂow features under mesh reﬁnement [21]. Sousbie et
al. [46] introduced a technique that integrated the probabilities of a
randomized selection to produce watershed transforms with accurate
geometry. Such a construction was extended to discrete gradient ﬁelds
by Gyulassy et al. [21], achieving the highest geometric quality for
computed MS complexes. The stochastic constructions [21, 46] share
similarities as well as limitations, the primary of which is their inher-
ent serial nature, relying on a global sort, that leads to a high compu-
tational cost.
One of the major advantages of using a topology-based approach for
analysis is the ability to represent the function at multiple topological
scales. Edelsbrunner et al. [13] introduced critical point cancellation
for two-dimensional MS complexes. Bremer et al. [6] extended this
approach to a full multi-resolution hierarchy with independent cancel-
lations. Gyulassy et al. [26] introduced three-dimensional cancellation
operations on the algebraic structure of an MS complex, and showed
how to compute the geometric embedding of features at any level of
a cancellation sequence [25]. In his seminal work on discrete Morse
theory, Forman [15] introduced a generic cancellation as a reversal
of a V -path. Gu¨nther et al. [18] showed the differences between this
approach and the algebraic one for three-dimensional MS complexes.
While cancellation operations are typically ordered by the difference
in function values of the critical points being canceled, alternative or-
derings have proven useful in analysis, such as restricting cancella-
tions that cross user deﬁned thresholds [24], or computing alternative
weights based on separatrix persistence [20, 51].
Various components of the MS complex have been used in a wide
variety of scientiﬁc domains to extract features. For example, Laney
et al. [31] use the descending manifolds from maxima to identify the
evolution of bubbles in Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. The same kind
of structures were used by Bremer et al. [8] to identify ﬂame surfaces
in turbulent combustion simulations, and Kasten et al. [29] to study
vortical structures. The arcs and nodes of the MS complex were used
by Gyulassy et al. [24] used to study the core structure of porous me-
dia, and by Sousbie [45] to study ﬁlamentary structure in cosmology
simulations. Recently, Gyulassy et al. [22] re-deﬁned dissipation ele-
ments used in the study of turbulence structures as crystals of the MS
complex, and illustrated their use in understanding of the stability of
subsequent analysis.
Beyond the simpliﬁcation of topological abstractions (contour trees,
Reeb graphs, Morse-Smale complexes), several approaches have been
proposed to reconstruct a scalar ﬁeld from the input which reﬂects
the result of the abstract topological simpliﬁcation. In particular these
techniques aim at reconstructing a scalar ﬁeld as close as possible from
the input for data ﬁtting purpose, such that only a speciﬁc set of critical
points is maintained. While this problem can be cast as a numerical op-
timization problem [7,16,34,35,50], several combinatorial techniques
have been proposed for piecewise-linear scalar ﬁelds [1,14,44,49], ﬁl-
trations [4] or discrete Morse functions [5]. All of these works only ad-
dressed two-dimensional functions. For three-dimensional functions,
this problem has been recently shown to be NP-hard [3], which chal-
lenges the design of a practical algorithm. In contrast to existing scalar
ﬁeld reconstruction techniques, our approach does not aim at enforcing
the cancellation or maintenance of critical points but rather of separa-
trices.
3 BACKGROUND
Scalar-valued volumetric data is most often available as discrete sam-
ples at the vertices of an underlying mesh. The adaptation of Morse
theory from smooth scalar functions to these discrete domains has fo-
cused on maintaining the combinatorial properties of the theory. We
ﬁrst present some basic deﬁnitions from smooth Morse theory, and
then present the discrete analogue.
3.1 Morse Functions and the MS Complex
Let f be a real-valued smooth map f :M→R deﬁned over a compact
d-manifold M. A point p ∈M is critical when |∇ f (p)| = 0, i.e. the
gradient is zero, and is non-degenerate when its Hessian (matrix of
second partial derivatives) is non-singular. The function f is a Morse
function if all its critical points are non-degenerate and no two critical
points have the same function value. In this case the Morse Lemma
states that there exists local coordinates around p such that f has the
following standard form: fp =±x21±x22 · · ·±x2d . The number of minus
signs in this equation gives the index of critical point p. In three-
dimensional functions, minima are index 0, 1-saddles are index 1, 2-
saddles are index 2, and maxima are index 3.
An integral line in f is a path in M whose tangent vector agrees
with the gradient of f at each point along the path. The integral line
passing through a point p is the solution to ∂∂ t L(t) =∇ f (L(t)),∀t ∈R,
with initial value L(0) = p. Each integral line has an origin and des-
tination point that asymptotically approaches the critical points of f .
Ascending and descending manifolds are obtained as clusters of in-
tegral lines having common origin and destination respectively. An
index i critical point has an i-dimensional descending manifold and
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a (d − i)-dimensional ascending manifold. A Morse function f is a
Morse-Smale function if the ascending and descending manifolds of
its critical points only intersect transversally. The descending man-
ifolds of a Morse-Smale function form a cell complex that partitions
M; this partition is called the Morse complex. Similarly, the ascending
manifolds also partition M in a cell complex.
The intersection of transversal ascending and descending manifolds
of f deﬁnes the Morse-Smale (MS) complex. The MS complex en-
codes the neighborhood relation of critical points by means of unique
integral lines of ∇ f , called separatrices. For instance, for three-
dimensional MS complexes, at each 1-saddle two separatrices termi-
nate connecting the 1-saddle to at most two minima while at a 2-saddle
two separatrices emanate connecting the 2-saddle to at most two max-
ima. Depending on the intersection of the ascending and descending
manifolds of a 1- and 2-saddle, respectively, multiple integral lines
may exist connecting this saddle-saddle pair.
3.2 Discrete Morse Theory
Discrete Morse theory is at the heart of current techniques for ef-
ﬁciently computing Morse-Smale complexes. We provide a brief
overview with basic deﬁnitions from Forman [15], and we refer the
reader to this introductory work for an intuitive description. An i-
cell is a topological space that is homeomorphic to a Euclidean i-ball
Bi = {x ∈ Ei : |x| ≤ 1}, with Ei denoting i-dimensional Euclidean
space. For cells α and β , α < β means that α is a face of β and
β is a co-face of α , i.e. the vertices of α are a proper subset of the ver-
tices of β . If dim(α) = dim(β )−1 we say α is a facet of β and β is a
co-facet of α , and we denote this α<˙β . When necessary to clarify the
discussion, we may denote the dimension of a i-cell α with α(i). The
star of a cell α , denoted St(α), is the set of co-faces of α . The lower
star of α , denoted St−(α) is subset of St(α) where each element has
lower function value. The link of α is the closure of the star, minus
the star itself, Lk(α) = St(α)− St(α). Similarly, the lower link of α
is Lk−(α) = St−(α)−St−(α).
Let K be a regular complex whose geometric realization is a mesh
representation of M. The barycenter B : K →M of an i-cell α ∈ K,
B(α), is the average of its vertices. A function F : K → R that assigns
scalar values to every cell of K is a discrete Morse function if for every
α(i) ∈ K, its number of co-facets |{β (i+1)>˙α|F(β ) ≤ F(α)}| ≤ 1,
and its number of facets |{γ(i−1)<˙α|F(γ)≥ F(α)}| ≤ 1. A cell α(i) is
called critical if its number of co-facets |{β (i+1)>˙α|F(β )≤F(α)}|=
0 and its number of facets |{γ(i−1)<˙α|F(γ)≥ F(α)}|= 0. A critical
cell α(i) has index of criticality equal i.
A vector in the discrete sense is a pairing of cells 〈α(i),β (i+1)〉,
where α<˙β . We say that an arrow points from α(i) to β (i+1).
The direction of the arrow relates the combinatorial notion of the
pairing to the geometric interpretation of the ﬂow, and is given by
B(β (i+1))−B(α(i)). Intuitively, this vector simulates a direction of
ﬂow, see Fig. 2(a). A discrete vector ﬁeld V on K is a collection of
pairs 〈α(i)j ,β (i+1)j 〉 of cells of K such that each cell is in at most one
pair ofV . All unpaired cells are critical cells. In Fig. 2(a), the minima,
saddles, and maxima are shown as big blue, yellow, and red squares,















such that for each j = 0,..., r, the pair 〈α(i)j ,β (i+1)j 〉 ∈ V , and α(i)j and
α(i)j+1 are both facets of β
(i+1)
j . A discrete vector ﬁeld in which each
V -path has disjoint start and end-points is a discrete gradient ﬁeld,
denoted G, of a discrete Morse function. Note that this condition im-
plies that a discrete gradient ﬁeld G does not contain any loops. When
constructing a discrete gradient ﬁeld, we say that G is valid if this
condition is met.
The discrete gradient ﬁeld G is the combinatorial analogue of ∇ f ,
enabling the notions introduced in Section 3.1 to transfer to the dis-
crete setting. Since a V -path is the discrete equivalent of a continuous
integral line, we also call it a discrete integral line. Thus, discrete
(a) Discrete gradient ﬁeld. (b) Discrete MS complex.
Fig. 2. Discrete gradient ﬁeld of a simple synthetic function. Blue ar-
rows illustrate the pairing of 0-cells (vertices) with 1-cells (edges) while
red arrows show the pairing of 1-cells (edges) with 2-cells (faces). Crit-
ical i-cells are shown as blue (d = 0), yellow (d = 1), and red (d = 2)
squares. The discrete gradient ﬁeld deﬁnes the MS complex – combi-
natorial separatrices (blue and red lines) connecting the critical cells.
ascending and descending manifolds are given by the collection of
discrete integral lines having the same critical cell as origin and des-
tination, respectively. Similar to the continuous setting, the discrete
ascending and descending manifolds form a partition of M. Their in-
tersection deﬁnes the discrete MS complex. The separatrices of the dis-
crete MS complex are discrete integral lines connecting critical cells.
An illustration of a discrete MS complex is given in Fig. 2(b).
3.3 Simpliﬁcation
A function f is simpliﬁed by repeated cancellation of pairs of criti-
cal points connected by a single arc in the MS complex. The local
change in the MS complex indicates a smoothing of the gradient vec-
tor ﬁeld and hence of the function f . Forman [15] showed how a
cancellation could be achieved in a discrete gradient ﬁeld by reversing
the gradient path between two critical cells. A full characterization of
cancellation operations in terms of how they affect the connectivity of
the complex and the geometry of the ascending/descending manifolds
was introduced in two dimensions by Edelsbrunner et al. [13], and
in three dimensions by Gyulassy et al. [23, 26]. These cancellation
operations act solely on the combinatorial structure of the complex:
each cancellation removes a pair of critical points, reconnects arcs of
the complex, and merges their ascending and descending manifolds
with their neighbors geometry. Repeated application of cancellations
in order of persistence, the absolute difference in function value of the
canceled critical points, results in a hierarchy of MS complexes and a
multi-resolution representation of features.
4 CONFORMING MS COMPLEX
Our approach to compute geometrically accurate MS complexes and
to enable user editing relies on constructing a discrete gradient vector
ﬁeld that mirrors a user-supplied labeling of cells of a mesh. To deﬁne
the concept of a conforming MS complex, we ﬁrst introduce conform-
ing discrete gradient vector ﬁelds. Given a regular complex K whose
geometric realization is a mesh representation ofM, let f : K0 →R be
a scalar function mapping vertices to values. Furthermore, let I :K → S
be a surjective map from cells of K to an index set S ⊂ Z.
Conforming Discrete Gradient: We deﬁne a discrete gradient
vector ﬁeld V as conforming to a map I if and only if for each discrete
vector 〈α i,β i+1〉 ∈V , I(α i) = I(β i+1), meaning both the head and tail
of a discrete vector have the same label in I.
We remark that the space of discrete gradient vector ﬁelds is the
same as the space of conforming discrete gradient vector ﬁelds. This
is easily seen, since (1) every conforming discrete gradient vector ﬁeld
is also a discrete gradient vector ﬁeld, and (2) any discrete gradient
vector ﬁeld V is also a conforming discrete vector ﬁeld under the map
I(α) = 1. Since the MS complex Γ is uniquely determined by a dis-
crete gradient vector ﬁeld V , we say Γ conforms to a map I if and only
if V also conforms I.
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4.1 Algorithm
Computing discrete gradient vector ﬁelds so that they conform to any
arbitrary map I involves only a slight variation of previous techniques.
In particular, the added restriction that a gradient vector 〈α,β 〉 can
only be created if I(α) = I(β ) by deﬁnition creates a conforming dis-
crete gradient. Note that any valid discrete gradientV can be converted
to a conforming one by simply making each cell α and β critical when
〈α,β 〉 and I(α) 
= I(β ). However, such a trivial modiﬁcation does not
represent how the ﬂow behaves when restricted to the boundary of a
labeled section. In the following algorithm, we create a discrete gra-
dient vector ﬁeld that conforms to I but nevertheless avoids creating
critical cells where a discrete gradient vector 〈α,β 〉 can be created
where F(β ) ≤ F(α) and I(α) = I(β ), i.e., there exists some gradient
ﬂow restricted to the label I(α).
Our algorithm is inspired by Robins et al. [38]: ﬁrst create a dis-
crete gradient vector for a vertex-edge pair and then perform simple
homotopic expansions in the lower star. The main difference is that
we only consider for pairing those cells that also share the same label.
The Robins algorithm has a strict ordering for performing homotopic
expansions in the lower star, and straightforward restriction of pairing
based on labels would create many extra critical cells. We instead take
a very pragmatic approach to reducing the number of spurious criti-
cal cells produced by reordering the homotopy expansion to perform
any possible pairing in the lower star that is a simple homotopy expan-
sion (the inverse of homotopic collapses [10]) yet also conforms to the
labeling.
In the following, we denote a cell that has been identiﬁed as critical
by pairing it with itself, for example, 〈α,α〉. Furthermore, a cell is
assigned if and only if it has been identiﬁed as critical or paired in a
discrete gradient vector. The function #UCF(γ), (Number of Unas-
signed Conforming Facets) counts the number of facets β <˙γ of a cell
restricted to the lower star St−(α) such that β has not been assigned
and I(β ) = I(γ).
Algorithm 1 ConformingGradient(K, F, I)
1: V = {}
2: for α ∈ K0 do
3: S =
{
β ∈ St−(α) | I(α) = I(β ),α<˙β}
4: if S = /0 then
5: V = V ∪〈α,α〉
6: else
7: V = V ∪〈α,β 〉where β ∈ S is in direction of steepest descent
8: for i ∈ [1, ...,d] do
9: while ∃ unassigned β i ∈ St−(α) do
10: while Si+1 =
{
γ i+1 ∈ St−(α) | #UCF(γ) = 1} 
= /0 do
11: V = V ∪〈β i,γ i+1〉, β i is the unassigned conforming
facet of γ i+1 ∈Si+1
12: if ∃ unassigned β i ∈ St−(α) then
13: V = V ∪〈β i,β i〉, β i is unassigned
14: return V
The algorithm processes each vertex independently, ﬁrst creating
a vertex-edge vector in the direction of steepest descent (Lines 3-7),
restricted to the set of edges sharing the same segmentation label as
the vertex. If no pairing for the vertex is possible, it is made criti-
cal (Line 5). Next, simple homotopy type expansions are performed
in order of increasing dimension (Lines 8-13), again restricting pos-
sible candidates for pairing to those sharing the same segmentation
label. For each dimension i, while there exists unassigned i-cells in
the lower star of α , simple homotopy expansions of an unassigned i-
cell with unassigned i+ 1 cells are attempted (Lines 10-11), marking
the i-cell critical (Line 13) when such an expansion is not possible.
The test to check if there exist unassigned i-cells in the lower star of
α can be implemented by placing the i-cells in St−(α) in a list, whose
size is typically bounded by a small constant. The output is guaran-
teed to produce a discrete gradient vector ﬁeld, since all pairings are
restricted to the lower star of a vertex and a homotopy expansion is
only performed when all faces of the i-cell have previously been as-
signed, and the i+ 1-cell has only one unassigned face. These two
conditions along with the fact that every cell of the domain is either
paired or marked critical ensure that all V -paths produced are mono-
tonically decreasing and V is acyclic, hence a discrete gradient vector
ﬁeld (just as in [38]). Algorithm 1 can be applied to every vertex in
the domain in an embarrassingly parallel manner.
This same kind of modiﬁcation is also possible for the steepest de-
scent gradient constructions by Lewiner [32] and Gyulassy et al. [23],
the randomized algorithm by Reininghaus [37], and also the geomet-
rically accurate algorithm by Gyulassy et al. [21]. Just as in our
ConformingGradient() algorithm, the modiﬁcations to these include
checking the segmentation label when assigning the ﬁrst vertex-edge
gradient vector, and subsequently checking the label when assigning
the higher dimensional vectors during simple homotopy expansion.
Furthermore, slight reorderings may be necessary to remove spurious
critical points.
Once the discrete gradient vector ﬁeld has been computed, any one
of the algorithms for traversal of the discrete gradient ﬁeld [17,23,38,
41] can be used to compute the conforming MS complex.
5 MS COMPLEXES THAT CONFORM TO NUMERICALLY-
COMPUTED GEOMETRY
The ﬁrst application of our conforming algorithm is to compute a dis-
crete gradient vector ﬁeld and associated MS complex that agrees with
a numerically integrated segmentation. Historically, discrete tech-
niques have been used to compute the MS complex because sampled
data contains degeneracies and special cases that confound a purely
numeric approach, such as ﬂat regions, non-transversal intersections,
and multi-saddles. We are able to leverage both the geometric ac-
curacy of numeric integration as well as the robustness of combina-
torially computed discrete gradient ﬁelds by using the numerics to
construct a label map I that encodes the geometry of the data. By
conforming to I, the MS complex produced can then beneﬁt from the
numerically computed geometry.
This process begins by numerically integrating two sets of stream-
lines. The ﬁrst set are integrated in the positive gradient direction from
every vertex of K, and the second are integrated in the negative gra-
dient direction from the center of every d-cell in K. Each vertex and
d-cell is labeled according to the extremum at which its streamline ter-
minates. These streamlines allow us to construct a termination map,
ω : K0,d → S ⊂ Z, that stores a labeling of the destination of each
vertex and d-cell.
We then use this labeling to construct a map ∂ that records whether
each cell (of any dimension) belongs to the boundary of an ascending
or descending d-manifold. This map is the input for our Conforming-
Gradient() algorithm to generate a discrete gradient vector ﬁeld such
that discrete ﬂow (in the form of V -paths) does not cross any of the
boundaries of the initial segmentation.
5.1 Numeric Integration to Compute the Termination Map
Given an input scalar ﬁeld, we use two numerical steps to build the
termination map ω . First, we approximate the gradient ﬁeld given
an input scalar ﬁeld. We use central differences of order O(h4) in
our experiments, accounting for boundaries where sampling is insufﬁ-
cient [39]. We project gradient vectors at points on the boundary that
also exit the domain so that their vectors lie on the boundary. This
computation produces a gradient ﬁeld sampled at each vector.
Given this sampled ﬁeld, we use an adaptively time-stepped Runge-
Kutta scheme of order O(h2) to integrate streamlines. Gradient vectors
are linearly interpolated for positions lying off-vertex. In our experi-
ments, each streamline is integrated a user-speciﬁed maximum num-
ber k steps using this scheme, with early termination for a streamline
whose position has converged to a likely extremum, detected by check-
ing that the current streamline has travelled a distance of less than a ε
threshold in voxel units (in our experiments, typical parameters for k
were anywhere from 100 to 10000 and ε = 10−12).
This technique is meant to serve only as an approximation to the
limit sets of the gradient ﬁeld [2]. Indeed, nothing inherent in the pro-
cedure is intended to guarantee that all extrema are identiﬁed or that
each streamline has actually arrived at its limit. In practice, our goal is
to ﬁnd a “best guess” termination position (at the voxel resolution) for
each streamline, so a relatively generous error tolerance is provided.
The beneﬁt of this approach is simplicity (per-streamline integration
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could easily be parallelized e.g. [36]). In fact the combinatorial al-
gorithm need not have a complete geometrical realization of the ﬂow
paths, only their termination locations. A user can adjust the error tol-
erance and iteration limit as their computational budget permits. The
output is simply a map that records (a) for each vertex α0, at which
vertex the streamline starting at α0 going in the negative gradient di-
rection terminates (within a 1/2 grid cell of the vertex) , and (b) for
each d-cell αd , at which d-cell the streamline starting at αd going in
the positive gradient direction terminates.
5.2 Boundary Map
Gyulassy et al. [21] constructed geometrically accurate MS complexes
by carefully selecting discrete gradient vectors such that they do not
cross ascending/descending manifold boundaries. Our construction is
similar. Instead of integrating probabilities to obtain the likely desti-
nation of integral paths, the map ω provides this information directly.
In particular, we use ω to identify those cells in K that are on the
boundaries of ascending/descending d-manifolds. We can extend ω to
construct a new label map over all simplices that encodes the appropri-
ate boundary information. In this case, ∂ : K →{0,1,2,3} and simply
records whether a cell is the boundary of ascending d-manifolds, de-




0 if α is not a boundary cell
1 if α is a boundary between ascending d-manifolds
2 if α is a boundary between descending d-manifolds
3 if α is a boundary between both
To compute I given ω , for each cell α we count the number of
distinct labels in ω of the vertices and d-cells that are faces and co-
faces of α , respectively.
Algorithm 2 BoundaryMap ∂ (K, ω)
1: ∂ = {}
2: for α ∈ K do
3: if |{ j ∈ ω(γ0),γ0 < α} |> 1 then
4: ∂ [α] := 1
5: else
6: ∂ [α] := 0
7: if |{ j ∈ ω(β d),α < β d} |> 1 then
8: ∂ [α] := ∂ [α]+2
9: return ∂
Given the input boundary map ∂ , the ConformingGradient() algo-
rithm produces a discrete gradient ﬁeld which beneﬁts from the geom-
etry of the numerical integration. Fig. 3 illustrates this construction:
streamlines are integrated in the scalar function (a) to obtain the as-
cending and descending termination map (b, c), which is used to gen-
erate the boundary map (d). The resulting discrete gradient vector ﬁeld
is used to construct the MS complex with accurate geometry (e).
5.3 Restricted Simpliﬁcation
Although the conforming MS complex agrees with the map ω , it may
contain critical points where ω prevented pairing in a decreasing di-
rection, such as shown in ﬁgure 4 (e-g). One cause of this effect is that
gradient estimated with higher order methods may cause ﬂow from
a higher valued cell to cross into a lower valued cell when integrat-
ing in the positive gradient direction. In other words, while a speciﬁc
streamline is monotonic in a higher-order interpolation of the function,
the piecewise constant values of the cells in the discrete gradient rep-
resentation may not be. In the cases where such a scenario occurs, the
ConformingGradient() algorithm inserts critical points to ensure that
allV -paths are monotonic. Other sources of disagreement between the
termination map ω and the discrete gradient produced occur where the
numerically integrated streamlines violate properties of a Morse func-
tion, such as not crossing, or not terminating at an inﬂection point.
Although critical point cancellations in the order of increasing dif-
ference of function value typically remove the spurious critical points,
precisely which critical points are kept and which are removed is not
well controlled. This matters because the separatrices of the critical
Fig. 3. Vorticity of a ﬂow around a cylinder signed by the rotation direc-
tion (a) is shown. The termination map showing sources (b) and sinks
(c) computed using streamline integration. The termination map gen-
erates a boundary map (d), where red lines indicate ascending bound-
aries, blue lines indicate descending boundaries, and green points indi-
cating both. The full resolution MS complex is computed (e) using our
ConformingGradient() algoithm, and simpliﬁed (f) using restricted sim-
pliﬁcation. The arcs of the simpliﬁed complex (blue, red) are a subset of
the boundary map (cyan, yellow) (g).
points that are not also boundaries in the boundary map ∂ are not
guaranteed to be geometrically accurate. Fig. 3(e) illustrates such a
scenario. Here, the ﬁnest resolution MS complex contains separatri-
ces that are not also present in the boundary map, and these have poor
geometric embedding. Our solution is pragmatic: ﬁrst cancel critical
point pairs that have identical labels in ∂ before canceling those with
different labels. This effectively removes spurious critical points that
exist in each connected region of the segmentation. Fig. 3(f) shows a
simpliﬁed version of (e), and (g) highlights that every remaining sepa-
ratrix in (f) corresponds to a boundary in the boundary map (c).
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Fig. 4. The conforming MS complex is computed for an HCCI combustion example. The ascending (a) and descending (b) segmentations
of the numerically computed termination map can intersect non-transversally. The boundary map (c) enforces transversality by restricting which
cells can be ascending and descending boundary. The added constraints generate spurious critical points in the MS complex (d). Furthermore,
the numerically computed termination map can represent ﬂow at a ﬁner scale than the mesh resolution, which results in isolated regions in the
termination map (e). These isolated regions are generate boundaries (f) and extra critical points in the MS complex (g). Numerically computed
streamlines can cross, such as near a maximum that is located exactly on the boundary of two cells, generating spurious regions (h-j).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Fig. 5. Three-dimensional MS complexes that conform to numerically-computed geometry are computed the same as their two-dimensional
counterparts. The C4H4 molecule (24× 24× 24) is shown (a), and the ascending (b) and descending (c) components of its termination map
computed using streamline integration. The boundary map (d) shows ascending boundaries (blue), descending boundaries (red), and both (green).
The ﬁnest resolution MS complex (e) is simpliﬁed (f), and surfaces separating ascending and descending 3-manifolds are displayed. The accurate
geometry [21] algorithm (g) produces similar results, while the geometric embedding of the steepest descent algorithm [38] (h) is more aligned with
the grid directions.
5.4 Examples/Discussion
In addition to the two-dimensional ﬂow around a cylinder, Fig. 4
shows the same sequence of operations for a slice of a homogeneous
charge compression ignition (HCCI) simulation. This example notably
illustrates the conditions where the streamline integration results in a
segmentation that is not consistent with a discrete MS complex. For
instance, (a-d) shows a non-transversal intersection in the numerically
computed ascending and descending 1-manifolds, (e-g) highlights a
case where the mesh resolution is not sufﬁcient to resolve narrow fea-
tures, and (h-j) illustrates a region where the limit of the streamline
integration occurs on the boundary between two pixels resulting in
two labels in an otherwise homogeneous region. One simple solution
to avoid such spurious regions could be to modify the map ω to clus-
ter nearby extrema, although one could envision more robust solutions
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 6. We compare the conforming (a) to the accurate geometry [21](b)
and steepest descent [38] (c) algorithms applied to a three-dimensional
HCCI combustion simulation. The streamline integration can be de-
ployed in parallel, resulting in faster time-to-solution than the accurate
geometry, while producing a better reconstruction than the steepest de-
scent approach.
combining combinatorial detection and merging of extremal points.
Alternatively, one could detect such conﬁgurations in the computed
MS complex, and perform cancellations to remove those regions.
Fig. 5 shows the same pipeline working in three dimensions. Sim-
ilar to the two-dimensional case, streamlines are integrated to gen-
erate termination maps, which is used to create the boundary map.
Just as in the two-dimensional examples, the additional restrictions on
the gradient vector pairing creates spurious critical points (Fig. 5(e)).
The separatrices of the MS complex are visualized after simpliﬁca-
tion (f). We compare this result against the accurate geometry algo-
rithm (g) by Gyulassy et al. [21] and the steepest descent algorithm
(h) from Robins et al. [38]. The geometric quality of the numeri-
cally computed two-dimensional separatrices are similar to those of
the accurate geometry algorithm. However, the embedding of the de-
scending 1-manifolds from 1-saddles and ascending 1-manifolds from
2-saddles is more similar to the steepest descent. Indeed, only the 1-
saddle-2-saddle lines are guaranteed to be geometrically accurate, as
the other lines are entirely within sheets of the boundary map, and
therefore one degree of freedom of their geometric embedding is con-
trolled by steepest descent. Fig. 6(a-c) shows the same comparison for
a 280× 280× 280 HCCI combustion simulation. This example illus-
trates the performance and quality tradeoffs of our numeric approach,
having lower quality reconstruction of minimum-1-saddle arcs and
maximum-2-saddle arcs, than the accurate geometry approach [21],
while the parallel deployment resulted in a faster computation. For the
experimental set-up used to produce Fig. 6 the numerically accurate
technique parallelized on eight cores completed in 5 minutes (2 for in-
tegration + 3 for constrained gradient computation), as opposed to 45
minutes for the geometrically accurate algorithm.
6 EDITABLE MS COMPLEXES
Our ConformingGradient() algorithm for computing conforming MS
complexes can also be used to enable editing of MS complexes. Edit-
ing can be used by domain experts to correct errors when doing feature
extraction. For instance, in bio-medical imaging, overlapping mor-
phological structures, insufﬁcient dye penetration, shadows, and light
diffraction often contribute to poor feature representation during anal-
ysis. In this case, the image data contains insufﬁcient or incorrect
information for an accurate MS complex based feature identiﬁcation.
However, a domain scientist may understand the deﬁciency and have
the interpretation skills necessary to understand what the segmenta-
tion should be. Often, long pipelines of image processing ﬁlters are
used to prepare image data for semi-automated segmentation, such as
deconvolution, noise removal, color/contrast correction, thresholding,
and smoothing. Furthermore, the MS complex itself may be simpliﬁed
and ﬁltered to extract the desired features. Each stage of this pipeline
may depend on several parameters, each one affecting the accuracy
and precision of the resulting feature identiﬁcation, when compared
to the gold standard of a domain expert manually identifying features.
While most features can be extracted with such an approach, there may
still remain problematic cases. In such an instance, we allow the user
to edit the segmentation iteratively as part of the analysis pipeline.
Constructing MS complexes that conform to numerical geometry
relied on having origin/destination maps that are generated by inte-
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Fig. 7. The MS complex is computed for a simple example show-
ing dark blobs on a light background (a). Two overlapping features are
identiﬁed as part of the same basin. This MS complex generates a
termination map (b), that can be edited by a user (c) to split this re-
gion. The edited map is used to generate a new MS complex (d) with
the false negative corrected. Similarly, a light ridge-like structure (e) is
disconnected, resulting in a ridge reconstruction with poor geometric
embedding. The termination map (f) is again edited (g) to reconstruct
the desired embedding (h).
grating streamlines. One can use the same construction for building
an MS complex conforming to any origin/destination map. Once an
MS complex has been computed on a d-dimensional domain, its as-
cending and descending d-manifolds deﬁne an origin/destination map,
such that reconstructing theMS complex using that map as a constraint
results in the same MS complex. However, it is also possible to edit
the maps, effectively editing the reconstructed MS complex. The com-
binatorial nature of the algorithm guarantees that the result is a valid
MS complex that conforms to the new edits. In this section, we restrict
the discussion to two-dimensional images.
6.1 The Identity Maps
Let V be a discrete gradient vector ﬁeld computed with any algorithm
on the mesh K and function f . There are many maps I such that
ConformingGradient(K, f , I) produces the exact same discrete gradi-
ent vector ﬁeld V . Two trivial examples are I(α) = 0 for any cell α ,
and the map taking each distinct gradient vector and assigning both
cells a their own label. Such maps are called identity maps. Our ap-
proach for editing the MS complex is to generate an identity-like map
from the MS complex, allow the user to modify that map, and then
recompute the MS complex with the conforming algorithm.
For our purpose, we use the existing discrete gradient vector ﬁeld
to produce the same termination map ω introduced in Section 5.1.
Instead of recording the termination of numerically computed stream-
lines, we construct the map based on the origin/destination of V -paths
in V . Let Mn = {α0,α1, ...,αk} be the set of critical vertices, i.e., the
minima. For each minimum α j, we compute the set of vertices belong-
ing to its ascending d-manifold, and assign those vertices the label j.
Symmetrically, we compute the descending manifolds of critical d-
cells, i.e. the maxima, and assign all d-cells the same label. Given an
MS complex Γ constructed from a discrete gradient ﬁeld V , the ter-
mination map constructed from its ascending/descending manifolds is
denotedωΓ. The boundary map ∂Γ is constructed fromωΓ using Algo-
rithm 2 (Section 5.2). For most practical cases in two dimensions, ∂Γ
acts as an identity map, with exceptions occurring at topological stran-
gulations. In practice, this tends to generate spurious low-persistence
critical points that are nevertheless removed in subsequent simpliﬁca-
tion.
6.2 Editing the MS complex
Given an MS complex Γi, we produce the map ωΓi, and allow a user
to modify it directly to ωΓ′i. After each edit, the boundary map ∂Γ
′
i is
recomputed using algorithm 2. The the MS complex Γi+1 is computed
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from the gradient ﬁeld produced by ConformingGradient(K, f ,∂Γ′i). If
persistence simpliﬁcation/ﬁltering was used to generate Γi, that same
level of simpliﬁcation is performed on Γi+1. Practically, the difference
between Γi and Γi+1 is restricted to the region of ωΓi modiﬁed by the
user. Note that user edits may force changes to theMS complex in non-
trivial ways, such as splitting regions and changing the connectivity.
For edits such as moving the boundaries of regions, critical points are
necessarily added when there is no monotonic path that can be found
on the boundary.
An additional simpliﬁcation rule must be observed to ensure that
the edits are not immediately removed as low-persistence features: a
critical point of Γi+1 that is a boundary of ωΓ′i but not of ωΓi can
only be canceled with another similarly labeled critical point. Fig. 7
illustrates this process for two simple examples. In the ﬁrst (a-d), over-
lapping features cause a false negative to appear, where the ﬁnest res-
olution MS complex image insufﬁciently segments the domain. The
user modiﬁes the termination map ωΓi, and the complex is regenerated
with the false negative corrected. In the next example (e-h), the geo-
metric embedding of an arc of the MS complex is ﬁxed by modifying
the spatial extents of a label in ωΓ′i.
In our examples, editing was accomplished with standard image
editing software. In particular, a drawing tool was used to color the
map with the grayscale value of the desired label. In the case where
an existing feature is split, a new grayscale value was selected for the
drawing tool, the separating line was drawn, and the new feature ﬂood-
ﬁlled with the grayscale value.
6.3 A Histological Example
Applying MS complexes for the automated segmentation of nuclei in
phenotypic analysis of histological sections is an active area of re-
search [47]. We apply a straightforward approach, identifying nuclei
as simpliﬁed basins in a processed image. However, the basins iden-
tiﬁed often may not sufﬁciently segment the domain to separate all
the nuclei. Our goal is to remove all false negatives using a semi-
automated approach. As Fig. 8 illustrates, we apply grayscale conver-
sion, thresholding, and smoothing to the initial image data, and com-
pute basins of the MS complex simpliﬁed to some persistence thresh-
old.
This pipeline results in some false negatives where two or more nu-
clei overlap, as compared to a labeling by a domain expert [52]. The
computed MS complex segmentation is used to generate a termination
map ωΓ, then ωΓ is edited to match the input of a domain expert, the
boundary ∂ ′Γ is computed from ω
′
Γ, and ﬁnally the complex Γ
′ is re-
computed and simpliﬁed, with the new features present. While the MS
complex that results contains no false negatives, it still contains false
positives. However, as it is still a valid MS complex, further ﬁlter-
ing/simpliﬁcation is possible to account for such errors. Having every
nuclei in its own basin makes it later possible to identify which basins
contain nuclei and which do not, for instance, by applying standard
ﬁltering/simpliﬁcation pipelines.
7 CONCLUSIONS/FUTURE WORK
We introduced a new algorithm to construct MS complexes that con-
form with a user-supplied segmentation. For the ﬁrst time, we are
able to computeMS complexes that agree with a numerical streamline-
integration based segmentation of the domain. While many challenges
remain to develop an efﬁcient parallel technique to perform the stream-
line integration, a straightforward implementation using OpenMP al-
ready results in greater scalability than the inherently serial previous
approach. An advantage of this technique is its high level of modu-
larity: any integration scheme can be used to generate the termination
map. We plan to investigate approximation methods, such as ﬂow
compression, and parallelization strategies, such as GPU deployment,
of the streamline tracing. Since the termination map is a sampled ap-
proach to the segmentation, our approach enables the investigation of
subvoxel accurate computation of MS complexes.
Our approach additionally enables editing of the MS complex in an
analysis pipeline. An investigation of the breadth of interactions that
must be supported and user interface requirements to make such an ap-
proach a viable component of the analyst’s toolbox is future work. Ad-
ditionally, we will explore techniques to restrict the (re-)computation
necessary for a local region of inﬂuence around the modiﬁed segmen-
tation, to enable interactive updates of the MS complex. Furthermore,
Fig. 8. A section of tissue is imaged in a histology study. We apply
grayscale conversion, thresholding, and smoothing to generate an input
for an initial MS complex computation. The termination map is edited
to match a domain expert’s labeling (green dots, bottom left), and a
complex is regenerated that has no false negatives. The green circle
highlights a region that is corrected through editing.
editing may introduce non-local effects both in the feature generation
and simpliﬁcation process, and fully exploring these in a robust man-
ner would be a valuable future contribution.
Furthermore, this approach offers new tools to investigate simpliﬁ-
cation of three-dimensional MS complexes. As shown by Joswig and
Pfetsch [28], an optimal pairwise simpliﬁcation is an NP-complete
problem. However, the restriction of saddle-saddle connections to a
one-dimensional structure in the boundary map may provide insight on
what sequence of operations are needed to remove multiply-connected
pairs that obstruct simpliﬁcation.
Finally, another application area for future work involves robust
mesh generation. Topological tools have started to emerge as vehicle
for surface meshing [11, 27]. We view conforming MS complexes as
a ﬁrst step towards utilizing MS complexes for volumetric mesh gen-
eration. User edits with a rich segmentation interface could drive the
repair of mesh artifacts interactively, similar to techniques that employ
the Reeb graph for interactive quadrangulation [48].
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